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Language and Composition: The Art of Voice is fully aligned to the
new AP® Curriculum Framework and is a blended rhetoric/reader
that delivers instruction on, and modeling of, close reading, critical
thinking, and effective writing skills leading students to master the
art of rhetoric. With its vast array of essays, it can also function as a
flexible reader.
The five-part organization scaffolds instruction through skills
and process, critical reading, thinking, writing, and AP-level
application and mastery.
Expanded coverage on rhetorical analysis, synthesis, and
argumentation creates a solid framework.
Enhanced visual rhetoric coverage helps students to effectively
read and respond to images as texts.
Powerful, personalized digital resources with the AP advantage
includes Composition Essentials 3.0.
The robust AP Teacher Manual, available in print and online,
includes lesson plans, pacing guides, and expanded classroom
activities.
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Scope and Sequence

Table of Contents
Crafted in 5 parts with 13 chapters, The Art of Voice covers the major modes of writing in many of the disciplines that
students will encounter. The organization scaffolds instruction from skills and processes; to critical reading, thinking,
and writing; and on to AP-level application and mastery. This modular organization is flexible and can be used in any
sequence in as much or little depth that suits your classroom needs.

Close Reading and Writing Skills
CHAPTER 1 – Active Reading and Response to Texts
CHAPTER 2 – The Writing Process
CHAPTER 3 – Argumentation and Synthesis
PART 2 Issues Across the Disciplines
CHAPTER 4 – Education and Society: How, What,
and Why Do We Learn?
CHAPTER 5 – Family Life: How Do We Become Who We Are?
CHAPTER 6 – History, Culture, and Civilization: Are We Citizens of the World?
CHAPTER 7 – Business and Economics: How Do We Earn Our Keep?
CHAPTER 8 – Media and Pop Culture: What Is the Message?
CHAPTER 9 – Literature and the Arts: Why Do They Matter?
CHAPTER 10 – Nature and the Environment:
How Do We Relate to the Natural World?
PART 3 AP Favorites
CHAPTER 11 – Favorite Essays
CHAPTER 12– Sample Student Essays
PART 4 Research Paper
CHAPTER 13 – Writing a Research Paper
PART 5 AP Language and Composition Practice Exam
Glossary of Rhetorical Terms
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Close Reading and Writing
Uniform Apparatus that Reinforces Close Reading and Writing
Support is provided for every essay to ensure students get the maximum benefit from their reading. Each selection
in this text is preceded by a brief introduction that offers biographical information about the author. The questions
that follow each essay are organized in a consistent format created to reinforce essential reading, writing, and oral
communication skills. Arranged in three categories — Comprehension, Rhetorical Analysis, and Writing — these
questions reflect current compositional theory as they move students from audience analysis to various modes,
processes, and media of composition. The integrated design of these questions makes each essay — simple or
complex, short or long, old or new — accessible to students who possess varied reading and writing abilities.

Comprehension
1. One of the most important points Woolf makes is why women have been
limited by their lack of ways of making money. How does she make the
argument that by lacking rooms of their own, women have been
prevented from making money and being more of a literary force?
2. What do Woolf’s musings about Shakespeare’s sister and “Judith’s” belief
that she would not have been considered a genius, even if she shared the
same mental capacities of her brother, prove in aiding Woolf’s thesis?
3. What makes the one major character in this essay so uncanny?

Rhetorical Analysis
4. What is the effect of the repetition of the word without when describing
what life might be like today for Shakespeare’s sister in the closing
paragraph?
5. What does Woolf’s rhetoric suggest about the literature women did write
at the time, and its connection to men?
6. “A Room of One’s Own,” by the words alone, is a metaphor for independent
and respected living. Come up with some other metaphors that have
similar meanings.
7. Explain the irony presented in paragraph 7.

Writing
8. Write an analytic essay in which you analyze Woolf’s attitude about the
role of money. Use the text to support your analysis.
9. Woolf says, “Of the two—the vote and the money—the money, I own,
seemed infinitely the more important.” In a comparison essay, compare
and contrast the benefits and drawbacks of choosing money over the
right to vote.
10. Writing an Argument Woolf argues that, “Great bodies of people are
never responsible for what they do. They are driven by instincts which are
not within their control.” Do you agree with this statement? Write an
argumentative essay defending your position.

The text explores rhetoric – not only
the structure and organization of the
message, but the tools writers use to
create and readers use to analyze.
Chapter 11

|

Favorite Essays

649
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Rhetorical Analysis
Visual Rhetoric
Paired visuals — Classic and Contemporary Images — appear in Chapters 1 – 10. Instruction and activities increase in rigor
as students learn to apply rhetorical analysis skills to visual texts. There are a variety of images for analysis and response,
including paintings, ads, photographs, cartoons, graphs, and more.
CLASSIC AND CONTEMPORARY IMAGES

akg-images/The Image Works

CLASSIC ▼
-CLASSIC

CLASSIC ▼

Does Education
Change Over Time?

Founded in 1879, the Carlisle
Indian School in Carlisle,
Pennsylvania, was intended to
acculturate and educate
Native Americans. This
photograph shows both male
female students in a
Using
a Critical Perspective Consider these
CLASSIC and
AND
CONTEMPORARY
IMAGES
physics lab in 1915. Among the
two photographs of students in science
comments published in the
laboratories, the first from the early
school paper was one by Miss
W., teacher of the Juniors:
20th century and the second from the present.
“[H]er pupils show superior
What is the setting of each laboratory like? Who
ability in solving for
are the people? What does each photographer
themselves problems in
physics and physical
frame and leave out of the scene? Which
geography. She thinks that,
educational setting seems more conducive to
‘with sufficient training, some
scientific or educational inquiry? Why?
will be found to have special
gifts for original research.’”

Analyzing Visuals and Their Rhetoric

CONTEMPORARY ▼

CONTEMPORARY ▼

Fine Art Images/age fotostock

1. How are the settings for the photographs
different, and what does that imply, if
anything, about the level of education
exhibited in each photo?
At the beginning of the 21st
century, most high schools
and universities in the United
States were coeducational,
and it is not unusual to see
both male and female
students in a laboratory
setting, as shown in this
contemporary photo of a high
school biology lab.

Hill Street Studios/Blend Images LLC

The Flemish artist Pieter
Brueghel the Elder (1525–1569)
was one of the greatest
painters of the 16th century and
was renowned for his
exuberant depictions of
peasant life. His son Pieter
Brueghel the Younger
(1564–1638) copied many of
his father’s works and also
painted religious subjects. He
was responsible for Peasant
Wedding Dance, shown here.

2. How are the photos similar, and what do
those similarities show about education?

1. Describe the settings and perspective of
each wedding.

4. How do the visual elements and the
perspective of each photograph reveal
expressive content, or purpose?

This photograph shows a
contemporary marriage taking
place before a judge on
Valentine’s Day.

Education and Society: How, What, and Why Do We Learn?
Kent Meireis/The Image Works

On one
her assignments
for work.
the FSA,
Lange
across a temporary camp set up
It is your responsibility
to of
present
honest written
When
youcame
employ
on the
edge
of a pea
where
crop had
failed.
a small tent, she found a
summary, paraphrase,
and
quotation
in field,
an essay
or athe
research
paper,
youIn
must
young
mother
three
children
dressed
raggedly
and clustered together.
avoid plagiarism—the
attempt
to and
passher
off the
work
of others
as your
own. The
Lange’s
famous
photo
communicates
a
powerful
portrayal
hopelessness and
temptation to plagiarize is not only one of the oldest “crimes” in academia but of
also
anxiety.
The
strong
upward
movement
created
by
the
woman’s
an unfortunate by-product of computers, for there are numerous opportunities for forearm leads the
viewer’s
eyeface
directly
to her face.
The viewer
can tellbits
that
harried, enterprising,
or—let’s
it—dishonest
students
to download
ofworry plagues the woman—
linestexts
are etched
in her forehead
and atacknowledgment.
the corners of herAteyes.
information or entire
and appropriate
them without
the The woman seems
lost in
her thoughts—she
vacantly
the distance
does not look at the
same time, numerous
websites
and softwarestares
programs
allowinto
teachers
to locateand
even
hand, posed atdown
the corner
of her
the most inventivecamera.
forms ofHer
plagiarism—right
to words
and expressionless
phrases. When mouth, hints at the
uncertainty
she
is
experiencing
about
her
family’s
future.
Nothing
writing research papers, you may be required to attach all downloaded materials. Be distracts us from
the woman’s
anxiety—especially
because
the children
on either side of the woman
warned: College instructors
treat
plagiarism as academic
treason.
If you plagiarize,
are be
facing
away from
viewer.
you can fail a course,
suspended
fromthe
college,
and even be expelled.
Plagiarism is discussed
again in Chapter 13, which presents information on writing
Advertisements
research papers. For
you
can avoid
plagiarism
by following
basic rules:
Thenow,
visual
elements
used
by advertisers
take these
advantage
of our innate capacity to be
by symbols—from
McDonald’s golden
arches to a pickup truck framed by
• Cite (provideaffected
a reference
for) all quoted, summarized,
or paraphrased
eagle
or theunless
American
flag. When viewing
advertisements
information an
in your
paper,
that information
is commonly
known or from an active
to detect
implicit messages
understood. perspective,
(For example,learn
you would
not the
haveexplicit
to cite and
the information
that being conveyed by
certain images
identify
designknowledge.)
strategies that condition your
George Washington
was ourand
firstsymbols,
president,and
because
it isthe
common
response. Such visual emblems convey unspoken ideas and have enormous power
• Cite all special phrases or unique stylistic expressions that you derive from
to promote products, personalities, and ideas.
another writer’s work. You might love a phrase by one of the famous writers in
Advertisements,
like other
visuals, combine
many
different
elements,
so be sure to
this book—say,
E. B. White or Maya
Angelou—but
that writer
invented
it, and
it
consider
details:
belongs to him
or her.all
You
cannot use it without acknowledging the source.
• Work hard to summarize
and and
paraphrase
• color, light,
shadow;material in your own words.
Constantly check your language and sentence structure against the language
• the number and arrangement of objects and the relationships among them;
and syntax in the source you are using. If your words and sentences are too
• thechange
foreground
close to the original,
them.and background images within the frame;
• thewhether
impact to
of cite
typography;
If you are in doubt about
a source, cite it. In addition, it is perfectly
• teacher
the impact
language
is employed;
legitimate to ask your
or a of
tutor
to look ifatityour
draft and render an opinion
on any information you
have
summarized,
paraphrased,
or quoted.
• the
medium
in which
the visual appears;
• the inferences and values you draw from the overall composition.
Find an example of each detail listed above in the advertisements here.

Chapter 1 |

Active Reading and Response to Texts

Analyzing Visual Texts
We are immersed in a visual culture. This culture requires us to contend with and
think actively about the constant flow of images encountered. In addition, courses in
the humanities, fine arts, English, engineering, social science, computer science,
Alasdair
Drysdale
media communications, and others require you to
analyze
and understand visual
elements. Some visual elements—graphs, tables, and diagrams, for example—may be
integral to an understanding of written texts. Other visuals—photographs, paintings,
advertisements, graphic novels, political cartoons, and even graffiti—may function as
instruments of persuasion, commentaries on current events, perspectives on the
past, portals to psychological understandings, humor, and occasions for enjoyment.

Questions to Guide Visual Analysis
Just as you analyze or parse a verbal text during the process of active reading, you
also have to think actively about visual images or elements. In general, when you
assess a visual, you are usually looking for three things:
1. The purpose of the visual—for example, to inform, instruct, persuade, entertain
2. The context of the subject matter—cultural ideas associated with people or
items in the image
3. The overall emotion conveyed by the image—pride, attraction, revulsion,
fear, amusement, and so on—and how that emotional effect is created (shapes,
colors, textures, and symbols used; how lines, shapes, and colors focus
attention in the image)
The following questions can guide your analysis of such visual texts as paintings,
photographs, advertisements and propaganda, political cartoons, and charts and graphs:

• Is the image abstract or realistic—or both?Chapter
What is
relationship
among
the to Texts
1 the
| Active
Reading and
Response
elements making up the image?
• Who is the intended audience? Does the image call for a specific audience response?
• What textual information do you immediately notice? What is the relationship
between image and text?

Chapter 1

|

Active Reading and Response to Texts
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Chapter 1

|

Active Reading and Response to Texts

35

|

Family Life: How Do We Become Who We Are?

193

Analyzing Visual Texts —provides
in-depth instruction in visual rhetoric
to help students understand that
images, like texts, are a channel
for communication.

Visual images convey messages that often are as powerful as well-composed written
texts. Consider, for example, Eddie Adams’s potent photograph of the execution of
a prisoner by the notorious chief of the Saigon national police, General Nguyen
Ngoc Loan (see Chapter 3, page 108). The chief of police aims his pistol at the head
of the prisoner and presses the trigger. The viewer, in that captured instant, sees the
jolt of the prisoner’s head and a sudden spurt of blood. Reproduced widely in the
American press in February 1968, Adams’s image did as much as any written
editorial to transform the national debate over the Vietnam War.

• Does the image have a historical or cultural context necessary to understand it?

34

3. Note where each person is standing in the
contemporary wedding photograph and
explain the significance of each person’s
position and stance.

151

• What are the design elements, format, and structure of the visual? Is it black
and white, or are other colors used? How does the placement of design
elements affect the message?
38

2. Compare and contrast the tone of each
visual text.

4. What do weddings say about culture?

|

Chapter 5

Avoiding Plagiarism

Using a Critical Perspective Analyze the two
images of weddings. What was your first
impression of Flemish artist Pieter Brueghel’s
Peasant Wedding Dance and the photograph
of the contemporary wedding? What details do
you see? What senses do the artist and the
photographer draw on to convey the
atmosphere of the wedding? What does each
want to say about the institution of marriage?
How do you know?

Analyzing Visuals and Their Rhetoric

3. Are there gender divisions in the photos?
Explain.

5. Give descriptive titles for each of the photos
and explain why you decided on those titles.

Chapter 4

once-fertile regions in the Great Plains into a massive Dust Bowl. Many farmers had no
choice but to leave the lands their families had farmed for generations. The Farm
Security Administration (FSA) hired a group of photographers to record the social and
economic problems faced by the farmers and migrant workers living in rural sections
of the country. Among these photographers was Dorothea Lange.

How Do We Respond
to Marriage?

39

Argumentation and Synthesis
Integrated and Focused Treatment of Argument
Synthesis is a critical skill for successful argumentation. Developing the ability to take a position and build, support, and
sustain an effective argument helps students become critical readers and thinkers as well as informed citizens. A focused
chapter on persuasive writing is reinforced throughout the book by “Writing an Argument” essay assignments accompanying
each reading.
10. The final paragraph not only provides closure to the essay but transmits a
lesson the mother wants her family to learn. How do the style and
structure of this paragraph contribute to the ultimate message of the
essay? In other words, how does the form help convey the meaning?

3

Argumentation and
Synthesis

13. Writing an Argument

▼ CLASSIC

CHAPTER

Writing

8. What types of evidence does the writer provide? Is it sufficient to
11. Write
a descriptive
essay about
someone
you know
very well,
using at
convince
readers? Where,
if anywhere,
would
more detail
be helpful?
least five anecdotes from that person’s life, so that by the end of the
9. essay,
Steinem
essay
into five
sections.
Whatpersonality,
is her purpose?
How
wedivides
have athe
mental
picture
of your
subject’s
values,
and
successful
is
she
in
maintaining
the
essay’s
unity
by
employing
this
attitudes. This could be someone in your family, or someone else you are
method?
or
were very close to.
10.
What
paragraphs
form
writer’s
conclusion?
How
they
12. Describe
an incident
orthe
person
in your
life when
the do
unconventional
recapitulate
and
add
to
the
substance
of
the
overall
essay?
taught you an important lesson.
Argue for or against the proposition that an

Writing

effective
parent
should
Traditionally, we think of an argument as a verbal
fight.
And yes,
an have—at least—a touch of unconventionality.
11.ButAlternatively,
Compare
contrast
the
in which
have portrayed
action
take
a position
on the
role ofactors
conformity
in life.
argument can be a quarrel or a dispute.
it is also aand
formal
debate
in ways
heroes.
icons like Batman, Spiderman, and Wonder
which participants express opposing viewpoints
on aRefer
topic,to
orspecific
a series of
Woman
to support
your assessment.
reasons for or against a position or an issue.
Notice that
in all of these
examples, the purpose is the same: the speaker or the writer aims to
12. Writing an Argument Think about the numerous action heroes or
persuade or convince the audience of his or her position.
superheroes that young children and adolescents encounter today in
various media forms. Write an essay in which you contend that
exposure to such superheroes either does or does not encourage
In their book Metaphors We Live By, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson discuss the
young
idea of an argument as “war.” Indeed, if we haveviolent
a verbalbehavior
“battle,” wein
see
anyonepeople.
who does not agree with our point as an opponent or enemy. Then we attack their
claims and defend our own. We try to shoot down their weak points. We target their
indefensible claims, and then we try to rebut their argument. It is little wonder that
our discussions are heated at times.
InSthis
chapter,
argument
essay not as a fight but instead
YN
T H Eyou’ll
S I Z Ilearn
N GtoSthink
O UofRan
CE
S
as civilized discourse. Like a dance in which you take the lead, you want to persuade
your reader to follow you. Or, like a lawyer, you build a position and subject your
opponent’s position to dissection in an effort to win the case.

Social Media—Has It Empowered
An argument asserts an opinion based on evidence. You find arguments
The Synthesizing Sources features in Chapters 4–10
Us
or Disenfranchised
Us?
everywhere:
blogs, editorials, scientific articles,
and so on. People can use argument
to sift through competing viewpoints to achieve a consensus everyone can liveprompt
with. students to examine a variety of textual and

Social media could be arguably one of greatest influences on society today.
visual arguments from different points of view to identify
Increasingly, we turn to social media to get our information. Instant information
You
must learn
astoamany
modedark
of Internet
thinking,
reading, and writing in classroom
also
becomes
instantargument
susceptibility
interferences
connected
to what
read
and believe.
people
the life
opportunity
situations,
butwe
you
should
use it Connected
in your civic
andhave
social
as well. When youpatterns of agreement and disagreement. Language
toengage
be empowered
or disenfranchised
this form
of media.
Criticallyaread
and
in argumentation,
youbyoffer
reasons
to support
position,
belief, or and Composition: The Art of Voice encourages students
analyze the texts and images here, and then answer the questions that follow.

conclusion. You also communicate your opinions in ways that are thoughtful, to consider complex, multiple perspectives, moving

▼considerate,
SOURCE Aand interesting.

beyond pro/con thinking.

Millennials Using Social Media

104

Chapter 3

|

Argumentation and Synthesis

216

Chapter 5

|

Family Life: How Do We Become Who We Are?

Chapter 8

|

Media and Pop Culture: What Is the Message?

345
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ONTEMPORARY

meaning of the title a mystery until the very end?
10. In paragraph 2, Kingsolver asks the question, “Why are our names for
home so slow to catch up to the truth of where we live?” Does the
author suggest an answer to this question either implicitly or explicitly
during the course of the essay? If so, where?

Argumentation and Synthesis (continued)
Writing

A Variety of Synthesis Activities

11. Interview two individuals at least 25 years apart in age. Compare and
contrast their views on divorce and/or family.

12. Describe the dynamics of a blended family with which you are familiar.
Synthesizing multiple
texts and images leads to a comprehensive understanding of an issue or topic and
It may be your own or a friend’s.
provides a broader contextual range for evaluation. Three types of Synthesis practice are found throughout
13. Writing an Argument Kingsolver makes many positive assertions in
the book to help students
they prepare
the
Synthesis
question
on the AP exam.
the essay. Inas
a well-written
essay,for
take
a position
on one
of Kingsolver’s
claims. Use evidence from your reading, personal experience, and
observation.

Synthesizing the Classic + Contemporary Essays
1. Compare and contrast the tone of each writer. How does tone affect
purpose? How does it affect mood? Select at least three passages
from White and three from Kingsolver that demonstrate how their
tones differ. Do they offer any hints as to the “voice” or personality of
the writers? Why or why not?
2. What contemporary issues does Kingsolver address that White either
ignores or is unaware of? Consider that White was born 58 years
before Kingsolver, so his world was quite a different one. Are there
other variables that might help us distinguish their concerns and
outlooks—for example, gender, class, and environment?

 ach pairing of Classic &
E
Contemporary Essays has a
group of Synthesis questions
that require students to analyze,
compare, and contrast.

3. What central values does each author have regarding the family? How
are they similar? How do they differ? How do their values reflect their
times?
4. At what point in Kingsolver’s essay does the life experience E.B. White
writes about enter into her essay? Explain.

Connections for Critical Thinking
1. Both Annie Dillard’s “An American Childhood” and E. B. White’s “Once More to

the Lake” explore the experience of childhood from a different perspective. Do
At the end of Chapters 4 –10,
they share a common voice or mood? What is distinctive about each essay?
the Connections for Critical
Which essay do you prefer, and why? Consider the style and emotional impact of
writing.
Thinking questions Chapter
in the5 | Family Life: How Do Wethe
Become Who We Are?
209
2. Argue for or against the claim that Alvarez’s portrayal of a quinceañera and
Chapter Assessment help
Brooks’s take on online dating are biased.
students gain practice in
3. Argue for or against the idea that the presentation of relatively new types of
relationships like those described in the essays by Kingsolver and Brooks seem
synthesizing, critiquing,
more highly romanticized than the “traditional” relationships described by
and making comparative
White and Alvarez.
assessments of various
4. Argue for or against the view that changes in society and its norms—specifically,
increased geographical mobility, an evolving workplace, ideas about economic
groups of essays.
class, individual liberties—have resulted in new forms of identity. Use examples
from the work of Brooks, Kingsolver, and others.
5. Write a classification essay analyzing the women presented in the essays by
Kingsolver, Dillard, and Alvarez.

SYNTHESIZING SOURCES

In these same chapters, the feature
Synthesizing Sources provides students
with multiple sources of excerpts, cartoons,
graphs, poetry, and more about a particular
topic — social media, women’s rights,
helicopter parenting, online shopping, GMOs,
and so on. A cadre of questions and activities
require students to synthesize the pieces
within each of these Synthesis groupings.

STEM vs. Liberal Arts—Is the
STEAM Movement the Solution?
Historically, a degree
STEM
Engineering,
S Y Nfrom
TH
E S(Science,
I Z I NTechnology,
G SOU
R C E SMath) has
appeared far more lucrative than a Liberal Arts degree, which includes language arts,
philosophy, and social sciences. The majors in each degree have experienced a great
divide in the areas of financial rewards and highly regarded societal values. A
movement—STEAM (with “Art” added)—has gained momentum since many believe
the arts should be a recognized part of STEM. But will this signal the end of the
Liberal Arts major? Is the Liberal Arts major relevant in this world of increasing
technology? Should STEM include the “A” to make a Liberal Arts degree more valid?

GMOs—Are They Good for the
World or Not?

Genetically
▼ SOURCE
A modified
S Y Norganisms
T H E S(GMOs)
I Z I NareGa hotly
S Odebated
U R Ctopic
E Swith strong

opinions from those for and against the use of them. Are GMOs the safe answer
“STEM vs.for
STEAM:
Do the
Arts problem,
Belong?” or
byare
Anne
Jolly,
curriculum
developer
our world
hunger
they
justSTEM
another
politicized
issue that
and consultant,
andaauthor
STEM
by Design:
& Activities
for Grades
benefits
select of
few?
Critically
readStrategies
and analyze
these sources,
and4–8.
answer the
—From www.edweek.org,
18, 2014
questions November
that follow.

Online Shopping: Has It
Affected Our Lives for Better
STEM First, consider or
the whyWorse?
and what of STEM education. Both private and public sectors report
that 21st-century workers require skills that many of today’s graduates don’t have. Students need
▼

A tug of war is currently looming between proponents of STEM education (science, technology,
SOURCE
A
engineering, and
math) and advocates
for STEAM lessons, which add art to the mix. Whichever
side you
come
down
here
areLife:
some
ideasDo
forBiotechnology
you Become
to mull over.
“Unlocking
Hidden
Potential:
andWe
GMOs”
Chapter
5 |on, Family
How
We
Who
Are?
229
—From monsanto.com/innovations

more in-depth
knowledge
of math
and plant
science,
plus the
ability
totointegrate
andcrops,
apply
Humans
have
been
using
breeding
grow
GMO
helps to
consider
the the more
French
author
Alphonse
Karr
(1849)
observed
“Theitthat
more
things
change,
knowledge techniques
to solve thethey
challenges
facing
ourand
nation.
to
improve
our food
crops for
they face.
stay the
same.”
Many
peoplechallenges
would argue,
however, that online shopping
STEM, then,
is a specific
program
designed
for
a
specific
purpose—to
integrate
andsocial
apply aspects of shopping
thousands
of
years.
Farmers
and
scientists
has completely changed the way shoppers shop. The
knowledgehave
of math
and
science
in orderplant
to create
technologies
andResources
solutions
for
real-world
been
using
traditional
breeding
to
Using
Efficiently
GMO
have
disappeared,
and companies
such
as Amazon
haveSome
taken
thecorn
place of
problems, using
engineering
approach.
It’s no surprise
that
programs
to
createanplants
that have
beneficial
cropsshops,
canSTEM
protect
harvestsneed
inmarkets.
water-limited
malls,
bigdesign
box
stores,
mom-and-pop
and
open-air
Has online
maintain ancharacteristics,
intense focus.
like drought
tolerance.
In the ofconditions
better than
conventionally
shopping
signaled
the demise
retail? Critically
read
and analyze these sources,
1980s, scientistsanswer
began using biotechnology,
a follow.
produced crops. Other GMOs can also
that
STEAM Recently, theand
idea of addingthe
thequestions
arts to STEM
programs
has been gaining momentum.
method of transferring genes directly into a
promote the use of no-till farming, which
Surprisingly, I’ve heard push-back from both camps:
plant without the long process of trial and
keeps more moisture in the soil. No-till also
SOURCE
A genetically
1. From STEM
STEM
naturally involve enables
art (for example,
product
design),
error.proponents:
These products
arelessons
called
farmers to
make fewer
passes
language
arts (communication),
and social studies and history
(setting
the context
for
modified
organisms,
or GMOs.
through
the field
using machinery,
which
Online Shopping
engineering challenges). STEM projects do not deliberately
exclude
or and
any other
means
lessthe
fuelarts
used
greenhouse gases
subject;Atrather,
thesewhen
subjects
incidentally asemitted.
needed for engineering
Monsanto,
we are
say included
“GMO,” we’re
challenges.
The
focus
of
STEM
is
developing
rigorous
math
and
science
skills
through
talking about seeds.
engineering. How can you focus on other subjects (such as
art) without
the mission
of are
Fighting
Pests losing
and Disease
Scientists
STEM orOur
watering
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Written as a response to Question 2 from the 2017 Released Exam, this
essay analyzes the choices made by Clare Boothe Luce in the introduction
to her speech to a consortium
of female
journalists.
Sample
Student
Argument Essay

Chapter 12 provides real student essays deemed
“excellent” by their teachers: Synthesis Essay, Analysis
Essay, and Argument Essay. These essays can be used
Chapter 11 | Favorite Essays
as models as students develop their essay-writing skills.
Knowing that these essays were written by their peers
helps students develop confidence by demonstrating
how this level of writing is achievable.
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so,
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surge Essays
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believing this scientific achievement proved that as a nation we were
moving forward. However, some feel spending taxpayer money on space
exploration is no longer needed, which is voiced in Source H’s spare, yet
artful declaration that we are better served leaving “the money here on
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Assessment
AP-Style Assessment
Chapter assessments and practice exam prepare students for the AP Language and Composition exam.
The thematic chapters include new Chapter Assessments that mimic Section I of the updated AP exam, giving
students the opportunity to practice deep analysis and evaluation skills required on the actual test.

Connections for Critical
Thinking challenges
students to synthesize the
essays to compare and
contrast, explore issues, or
take and defend a position
adding more rigor to the
assignment.
Rhetorical Analysis and Assessment
Each major essay in Chapters 4 – 11 includes
online rhetorical analysis, assessment, and
additional content about the author to provide
support and context that enable students to
gain a deeper and broader understanding of
why and when these essays were written and
the reason they are important.

A complete new Practice Exam in Part 5 prepares students to take the updated AP exam by
reflecting on the content and format of the exam, including the new Composition Questions.
Section I—Multiple Choice
1 hour • Number of Questions: 55

45

Directions: This part consists of selections from prose works and questions on their
content, form, and style. After reading each passage, choose the best answer to each
question.
Note: Pay particular attention to the requirement of questions that contain the words
NOT or EXCEPT.

50

Questions 1–15. Read the following passage carefully before you choose your answers.
(This passage is excerpted from a contemporary book about writing.)

CAN CREATIVE WRITING BE TAUGHT?
It’s a reasonable question, but no matter how
often I’ve been asked it, I never know quite what to say.
Because if what people mean is: Can the love of
5
language be taught? Can a gift for storytelling be
taught? then the answer is no. Which may be why the
question is so often asked in a skeptical tone implying
that, unlike the multiplication tables or the principles of
auto mechanics, creativity can’t be transmitted from
10
teacher to student. Imagine Milton enrolling in a
graduate program for help with Paradise Lost, or Kafka
enduring the seminar in which his classmates inform
him that, frankly, they just don’t believe the part about
the guy waking up one morning to find he’s a giant bug.
15
What confuses me is not the sensibleness of the
question but the fact that, when addressed to me, it’s
being asked of a writer who has taught writing, on and
off, for almost twenty years. What would it say about
me, my students, and the hours we’ve spent in the
20
classroom if I said that any attempt to teach the writing
of fiction is a complete waste of time? I should
probably just go ahead and admit that I’ve been
committing criminal fraud.
Instead I answer by recalling my own most
25
valuable experience, not as a teacher, but as a student in
one of the few fiction workshops I have ever taken.
This was in the 1970s, during my brief career as a
graduate student in medieval English literature, when I
was allowed the indulgence of taking one fiction class.
30
Its generous teacher showed me, among other things,
how to line-edit my work. For any writer, the ability to
look at a sentence and see what’s superfluous, what can
be altered, revised, expanded, and, especially, cut, is
essential. It’s satisfying to see that sentence shrink, snap
35
into place, and ultimately emerge in a more polished
form: clear, economical, sharp.
Meanwhile, my classmates were providing me
with my first real audience. In that prehistory, before
mass photocopying enabled students to distribute
40
manuscripts in advance, we read our work aloud. That
year I was beginning what would become my first
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55

novel. And what made an important difference to me
was the attention I felt in the room as the others
listened. I was very encouraged by their eagerness to
hear more.
That’s the experience I describe, the answer I
give to people who ask about teaching creative writing:
A workshop can be useful. A good teacher can show
you how to edit your work. The right class can
encourage you and form the basis of a community that
will help and sustain you.
But that class, as helpful as it was, is not where
I learned to write.
LIKE most—maybe all—writers, I learned to write by
writing and, by example, from reading books.
—Excerpt from pp. 1-2 from READING LIKE A WRITER by FRANCINE PROSE. Copyright
© 2006 by Francine Prose. Reprinted by permission of HarperCollins Publishers.

1.

The speaker establishes her argument through which scenario?
(A) Posing a series of hypothetical questions, considering the underlying
motivation behind these questions, then positing an answer
(B) Censuring those who ask questions about the validity of teaching
writing as accusing her of “committing criminal fraud”
(C) Enumerating examples of specific writers who have been successful
due to their education in writing
(D) Offering a personal anecdote of her development as a writer during
her graduate school experience during the 1970s
(E) Leading the reader to one view of creativity, but then denouncing
that view by saying that “is not where I learned to write”

2.

Consider this statement from the first paragraph: “Which may be why
the question is so often asked in a skeptical tone implying that, unlike
the multiplication tables or the principles of auto mechanics, creativity
can’t be transmitted from teacher to student.” Which answer choice
improves the grammatical integrity of the statement?
(A) NO CHANGE
(B) This may be why the question is so often asked in a skeptical tone
implying that, unlike the multiplication tables or the principles of auto
mechanics, creativity can’t be transmitted from teacher to student.
(C) Which may be why the question is so often asked in a skeptical tone
implying that. Unlike the multiplication tables or the principles of auto
mechanics, creativity can’t be transmitted from teacher to student.
(D) This may be why the question is so often asked in a skeptical tone
implying that; unlike the multiplication tables or the principles of auto
mechanics, creativity can’t be transmitted from teacher to student.
(E) Which may be why the question is so often asked in a skeptical tone
implying that, unlike the multiplication tables or the principles of auto
mechanics: creativity can’t be transmitted from teacher to student.

3.

In lines 10-14 the author refers to Milton and Kafka primarily to
(A) appeal for greater attention to be paid to genius writers
(B) stress the importance of studying one’s craft to improve as a writer
(C) suggest that not everyone will benefit from the course the author teaches
(D) assert the importance of natural talent for creativity and writing
(E) illustrate that formalized instruction is not the only way creativity is reached
AP Language and Composition Practice Exam
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Digital Resources for Students
Personalized, Adaptive, Dynamic
Language and Composition: The Art of Voice is enriched with resources including interactivities, reading and writing
practice, and adaptive learning tools that enhance the teaching and learning experience both inside and outside of the
classroom.

Intuitive Design
Resources are organized at the chapter level. To enhance core content, teachers can add assignments, activities,
and instructional aids to any lesson. The chapter landing page gives students access to:
	Assigned activities.
	Resources and assessments.
	Interactive eBook.
	Composition Essentials 3.0.

Interactive Core Skill Development
The instructional chapters offer step-by-step online practice of the foundational skills vital to understanding and
interacting with any form of communication. Each interactive instructional module includes four parts:
	Concept: The skill is introduced and explained.
Model: An illustrative example demonstrates effective application.
Practice: Independent application activities reinforce understanding.
	Assess: Measure students' depth of understanding and skill proficiency.
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Digital Resources for Students (continued)
Composition Essentials 3.0
Composition Essentials 3.0 is included in the AP advantage suite of resources to support core skill mastery for developing
writers. The results of a customizable diagnostic test create a personalized learning plan for each student that continually
adapts as the student further engages with the content. Students have access to extensive resources to practice, apply,
and assess their proficiency including: more than 4,500 exercises with feedback on grammar, punctuation, and usage;
electronic peer review utilities; a database of sample student projects; tutorials on avoiding plagiarism, using document
design, and understanding visual rhetoric; and more.

Contents
UNIT 1 Writing Process
The Writing Process
Generating Ideas
Planning and Organizing
Drafting
Revising
Proofreading, Formatting, and
Producing Texts
UNIT 2 Critical Reading
Reading to Understand Literal Meaning
Evaluating Truth and Accuracy in a Text
Evaluating the Effectiveness and Appropriateness of a Text
UNIT 3 Research Process
Developing and Implementing a Research Plan
Evaluating Information and Sources
Integrating Source Material Into a Text
Using Information Ethically and Legally
UNIT 4 Reasoning And Argument
Developing an Effective Thesis or Claim
Using Evidence and Reasoning to Support a Thesis or Claim
Using Ethos (Credibility) to Persuade Readers
Using Pathos (Emotion) to Persuade Readers
Using Logos (Logic) to Persuade Readers
UNIT 5 Grammar And Common Sentence Problems
Parts of Speech
Phrases, Clauses, and Fragments
Sentence Types
Fused (Run-on) Sentences and
Comma Splices
Pronouns
Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement
Pronoun Reference
Subject-Verb Agreement
Verbs and Verbals
Adjectives and Adverbs
Dangling and Misplaced Modifiers
Mixed Constructions
Verb Tense and Voice Shifts

mheonline.com/advancedplacement

UNIT 6 Punctuation And Mechanics
Commas
Semicolons
Colons
End Punctuation
Apostrophes
Quotation Marks
Dashes
Parentheses
Hyphens
Abbreviations
Capitalization
Italics
Numbers
Spelling
UNIT 7 Style And Word Choice
Wordiness
Eliminating Redundancies and Recognizing Sentence Variety
Coordination and Subordination
Faulty Comparisons
Word Choice
Cliches, Slang, and Jargon
Parallelism
UNIT 8 MULTILINGUAL WRITERS
Helping Verbs, Gerunds and Infinitives,
and Phrasal Verbs
Nouns, Verbs, and Objects
Articles
Count and Noncount Nouns
Sentence Structure and Word Order
Verb Agreement
Participles and Adverb Placement

Teacher Resources
Stellar Print and Digital Teacher Resources
Teachers have access to the interactive eBook, adaptive Composition Essentials 3.0,
plus a wealth of customizable chapter resources and powerful gradebook tools.

Teacher Manual, available in print and online, includes:
	Lesson plans and strategies for teaching close reading and writing skills,
rhetorical analysis, synthesis, and argument.
	Strategies for teaching individual essays.
	Sample rhetorical analyses.
	Answers to questions in the Student Edition.
	Additional thought-provoking questions to ignite classroom discussion.
	Comparative essay discussion formats.
	Tips for pre-writing and guided writing activities.
	Sample syllabus to help organize the course.
	Pacing guides for 50-minute classes and 90-minute blocks.

Additional digital resources to support
instruction include:
	Student Performance reports help teachers
identify gaps, make data-driven decisions, and
adjust instruction.
	Assignable interactive learning tools to support
rhetorical analysis, developing an argument,
and synthesizing.
	Online assessments.
	Customizable assignments—interactive activities
and printouts.

Harness technology, unlock success
with the digital resources for this text.
Visit My.MHEducation.com
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Tabbing Guide

AP Content and Coverage
What’s in the book?
Highlights from Part 1: Close Reading and Writing Skills
Chapters 1 through 3 address core reading skills, the writing process,
and provides extensive coverage of argument and synthesis.
Close Reading – Strategies for active reading. Examples on pages
4-8, 11-14
Rhetorical Analysis – Coverage of rhetorical modes and devices,
Aristotle’s rhetorical triangle, and appeals—ethos, pathos, and
logos. Examples on pages 15-29, 113-117
Analyze Visual Texts – Guidance on analyzing images.
Examples on pages 35-45, 46-47, 50-51, 106-107
Argumentation – Focused instruction on how to take a position
and build, support, and sustain an effective argument. Examples on
pages 108-117, 118-130, 136-145
Synthesis – Explores developing explanatory and argument
synthesis essays. Examples on pages 131-135
Classic and Contemporary Images – Compare and contrast and
analyze the rhetoric of images on the same subject from different
periods of time. Examples on pages 46-47, 50-51, 106-107

CHAPTER

3

Argumentation and
Synthesis
Traditionally, we think of an argument as a verbal fight. And yes, an
argument can be a quarrel or a dispute. But it is also a formal debate in
which participants express opposing viewpoints on a topic, or a series of
reasons for or against a position or an issue. Notice that in all of these
examples, the purpose is the same: the speaker or the writer aims to
persuade or convince the audience of his or her position.

In their book Metaphors We Live By, George Lakoff and Mark Johnson discuss the
idea of an argument as “war.” Indeed, if we have a verbal “battle,” we see anyone
who does not agree with our point as an opponent or enemy. Then we attack their
claims and defend our own. We try to shoot down their weak points. We target their
indefensible claims, and then we try to rebut their argument. It is little wonder that
our discussions are heated at times.
In this chapter, you’ll learn to think of an argument essay not as a fight but instead
as civilized discourse. Like a dance in which you take the lead, you want to persuade
your reader to follow you. Or, like a lawyer, you build a position and subject your
opponent’s position to dissection in an effort to win the case.
An argument asserts an opinion based on evidence. You find arguments
everywhere: blogs, editorials, scientific articles, and so on. People can use argument
to sift through competing viewpoints to achieve a consensus everyone can live with.

Highlights from Part 2: Issues across Disciplines

You must learn argument as a mode of thinking, reading, and writing in classroom
situations, but you should use it in your civic and social life as well. When you
engage in argumentation, you offer reasons to support a position, belief, or
conclusion. You also communicate your opinions in ways that are thoughtful,
considerate, and interesting.

Chapters 4 through 10 contextualize analysis, criticism, argumentation, and synthesis skills within core disciplines, including
education, the social sciences, the humanities, and the sciences.
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Argumentation and Synthesis

Classic and Contemporary Essays – Paired readings to compare and contrast classic and contemporary essays on
the same subject. Examples on pages 152-163, 280-289, 336-349, 438-445
Key Questions – Questions to guide student reading to ensure that they understand the main idea of the chapter.
Examples on pages 190, 234, 276, 382
Chapter Assessments – End-of-chapter assessments that mimic Section I of the AP exam.
Examples on pages 178-183, 224-229, 370-375, 482-489
Synthesizing Sources – Examination of a variety of textual and visual arguments from
different points of view to identify patterns of agreement and disagreement.
Examples on pages 272-275, 326-331, 376-381, 490-495
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Highlights from Part 3: AP Favorites
AP Favorites includes 23 diverse essays, and three real student essays submitted as excellent by AP teachers.
Favorite Essays – 23 essays that span multiple time periods, geographical areas,
and genres. Examples on pages 500-509, 561-574, 604-609, 621-627
Sample Student Essays – Real student rhetorical, argument, and synthesis essays.
Examples on pages 652-653, 654-655, 656-657

Highlights from Parts 4 and 5
Writing a Research Paper – Up-to-date coverage of writing research papers
and documentation. Examples on pages 662-681, 682-683
AP Language and Composition Practice Exam
Examples on pages 718-734, 735-744

Teacher Manual
Highlights
Throughout the book, resources, ideas, and best practices are provided with
ample opportunities to teach synthesis, rhetorical analysis, and argument, while
helping students develop test-taking, critical thinking, and writing skills.
Lesson Plans – Strategies for teaching close reading and writing skills,
rhetorical analysis, synthesis and argument.
Examples on pages 18-23, 64-66, 150-153, 246-248
Sample Syllabus and Pacing Guide – Resources to help teachers plan
their course. Examples on pages xiii-xviii, xix-xxv, xxvi-xxxi
Activities – Discussion ideas and guiding questions for teaching and
extending each chapter. Examples on pages 18-21, 25-28, 54-57, 116-118
Homework Assignments – Assignments give students a chance to
independently apply the skills and concepts they’ve learned.
Examples on pages 4, 23, 106, 118
Essay Writing Activities – Step-by-step instruction for writing synthesis,
rhetorical analysis, and argument essays.
Examples on pages 282-284, 284-286, 287-289
Suggested Answers – Answers to Comprehension, Rhetorical Analysis,
and Writing questions in the Student Edition.
Examples on pages 29, 69, 133-134, 179-180
AP Practice Exam Answers and Rubrics – Answers and feedback for
multiple-choice questions and scoring rubrics for Essays on the Student
Edition Practice Exam. Examples on pages 300-314
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